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Today FSB announced that they have “foiled a plot by Ukraine’s intelligence services” to lure Russian military pilots to

surrender to Ukraine – with their planes – in return for millions of USD in payments (thread).

Using a traditional mix of forged "evidence" and loosely interpreted facts, the FSB also accused me personally of being

involved in the plane-hijacking plot (on screen: totally forged message, I never had a UK number, obviously).

https://t.co/NxtN66cALI

What is true, however, is I was involved in this crazier-than-fiction story of triple-agents, fake passports and faux

girlfriends - as a documentary film maker. Yes, we were chronicling one of the wackiest counter-counter-intel operations

of all time. And the docu is still on.

While Russia is presenting today this as a coup for its counter intelligence, in fact the operation was a serious blunder for

the FSB, disclosing unintentionally identities of dozens of counter intel officers, their methods of operation, and their

undercover assets.

Remember the Wagner sting operation in Belarus? Well, as Russia invaded Ukraine, some of the Ukrainian operatives

who engineered that sting decided to repeat it: this time by enticing RU military pilots to surrender. In April, Ukraine

adopted an “weapons-surrender-incentive law” https://t.co/A0Ej6ZcgoG

A team of Ukrainian operatives decided to approach Russian pilots with an offer based on this law. We found out about

the initiative, and assured ourselves a front seat – to make a documentary about this brazen operation.

https://t.co/hTQg8133LM
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Several Russian military pilots were approached and even sent “proof-of-access” videos from inside their planes, in each

case bearing a separate number hand-written on pieces of paper. Some of the footage from the inside of the planes was

quite detailed and enlightening. https://t.co/fxwOyZGtYv

(Note that now FSB are presenting these videos as "controlled leaks" - while at the same time blurring the inside of the

cockpit on TV). https://t.co/4CRx87H6ul
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The “negotiations” between the Ukrainian recruiters and the pilots, which we filmed, started out as expected, but their

tone changed quickly, suggesting the pilots were no longer talking on their own behalf but were “coached” – likely by FSB

military counter-intelligence officers

A clear clue that the FSB had intercepted the communications came when one of the pilots suddenly said he no longer

wanted to get his wife out of the country, but his "lover" instead. https://t.co/FTe2M8TaEa
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It took me about 5 minutes to discover that the pilot's "lover" (waaay too hot for him, FSB) was an FSB asset, working as

a fitness trainer by day, but moonlighting as an FSB girlfriend-for-hire the rest of the time. (The Ukrainians figured that out

too). https://t.co/ozZLARlU6o
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Nor did the pilot seem to know anything about his "girlfriend's" background (he was earnestly surprised she even had a

travel passport, and that she had been in Istanbul a few months ago, and to Barcelona a year earlier).

...but I also found out throughout the process of her "boyfriend's negotiations with the Ukrainians, she she had been

talking to an FSB military counter-intel officer. https://t.co/hXgv4b1FHG

Another clue came when a different pilot suddenly asked his Ukrainian counterparts for advice in incapacitating his

co-pilot with a sedative. https://t.co/6hi0c4j17S
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At this point, it became clear to me that the original luring operation was over – and had turned into a double “operational

game” in which both sides were trying to extract maximum information from the other, while feeding them maximum

disinfo.

The Ukrainians started feeding the "pilots" - imem the FSB -fake maps of their anti-aircraft deployments, as well as

disinfo on the operational airstrips.

At the same time, the pilots sent (probabably equally fake) approach and descent maps of their own. We kept filming.

https://t.co/cKcKSkxcIY

(At one point, the Ukrainians even convinced the FSB to send the wife of one of the pilots - along with a whole FSB

tailing team - to Minsk, waiting for a promised "meet up" with the Ukrainians handlers. The FSB waited in vain for 4 days)

This bizarre mutual-deceipt game came to an end when the FSB realized no one will show up at any of the suggested

meet-ups (FSB were keen to identify Ukrainian agents), realizing they've been burned. And the Ukrainians realized

they're likely not getting a real pilot either.

Despite the unexpected ending (so far), we still plan to finish this crazy film.
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An important P.S. based on questions from readers.

The Ukrainian operation was not a project of either SBU or GUR. (If it were, there'd be no way we would - or want to - get

access to it). It was organized by maverick ex operatives whom we got to know in the Wagner investigation.

So all the Russian statements from today - claiming this was a "GUR" (Military Intel) operation "with support from NATO"

- total, unadulterated bollocks. The whole of the FSB CI were fighting tooth and nail against a bunch of, essentially,

volunteers.

And not for the first time.

Some more Moscow4 moments from this op: the fake girlfriend claimed she had no travel passport & needed help from

the Ukrainians to get one (clearly FSB were trying to scout out Ukraine's network of support). However, she DID have a

passport, so they told her to report it as lost https://t.co/t8886wgrcX

When the Ukrainians confronted the pilot with "hey man, your gf DID have a passport.. how come it was reported lost

TODAY?"..after a long confused silence there came the cringiest of explanations:

"Her ex-boyfriend tore it up".

The FSB version of "the dog ate my homework" https://t.co/gq18JuYbc1

And probably the most meta moment of the whole thing.

Another pilot, writing under FSB dictation, said he wanted his family to have totally new IDs and leave no trace of leaving

Russia, because: "I don't want the same thing to happen to us as with the Skripals". https://t.co/LRDIeUoguD

And one more "can't believe this s**t is real" moment: this FSB military counter-intelligence guy in charge of supervising

pilots, Maj. Nikita Bukhtatov, has an actual INSTAGRAM post with his own car next to a plane at a military airport.

https://t.co/eo3Q2n34Xx
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...the FSB counter-intel guy loves his car....and instagram! Geolocation challenge. https://t.co/T3AKIBlb3m

"Look, ma, I work in counter-intelligence and will gram from every assignment so you know I'm okay"

https://t.co/YZfuNZWBr3
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